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The Mariana Trench
There is a place on Earth that remains almost completely unexplored. The Mariana Trench is a 

crescent-shaped scar on the Earth’s crust. It lies at the bott om of the Pacifi c Ocean. It is more than 

1,500 miles long and 43 miles wide. The deepest point of the trench is the Challenger Deep. It is 

nearly 7 miles deep. If you took Mount Everest and dropped it into the Challenger Deep, it would 

sti ll be a mile underwater. 

It took a long ti me to fi nd out the true depth of the trench. The fi rst measurement was recorded in 

1875 by the Briti sh ship H.M.S Challenger. They used a weighted rope and measured it at around 

5 miles deep. It wasn’t unti l 1951 that the boat Challenger II returned and measured it accurately. 

Even now, we know more about the Moon than we do the Mariana Trench.

Part of the reason we know so litt le is that it is very hard to reach that depth safely. You might 

have felt the extra pressure in your ears when you swim to the bott om of a pool. The pressure is 

a thousand ti mes more than at sea-level at the bott om of the Challenger Deep. That’s roughly the 

same as two elephants standing on something the size of a postage stamp. It is also completely 

dark and only just above freezing. 

The fi rst people to travel to the bott om of the trench were Jacques Piccard and Lieutenant Don 

Walsh. They were also the last. They travelled down in a U.S Navy submersible in 1960. It took 

them 5 hours to reach the bott om. They only spent 20 minutes there before returning. They were 

unable to capture any photographs because their vessel disturbed so much silt when it landed that 

the sea was too cloudy. However, they managed to catch a glimpse of a fl atf ish. This was exciti ng 

because scienti sts had doubted that anything could live under such pressure. Their discovery was 

proof that it could. 

It might be more important than we thought to observe any life down there. Some scienti sts have 

speculated that the volcanic mud in the trench might have provided the perfect conditi ons for the 

fi rst life on Earth. There are also hopes that the microorganisms that live there might have future 
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benefits to medicine and technology.

Scientists have recently begun to use unmanned submarines to return to the trench. No other 

humans have been back so far. During that same time, 12 humans have walked on the Moon, 550 

people have travelled into space and thousands have climbed to the top of Mount Everest. It turns 

out that travelling up is a lot easier than travelling down.

RETRIEVAL FOCUS
1. How deep is the Challenger Deep?

2. True or false: Mount Everest is taller than the trench is deep?

3. When was the depth of the trench first measured?

4. How many people have visited the bottom of the Mariana Trench?

5. What might have been home to the first life on Earth?

VIPERS QUESTIONS
S Why was the sighting of a flatfish important?

V Using the phrase “a crescent-shaped scar on the Earth’s crust”, draw a picture of what you 
think the trench looks like.

I Why haven’t more people visited the bottom of the trench?

V Find a word that tells you scientists didn’t think life could live that far down.

S Where might you have experienced the extra pressure underwater?



Answers:

1. (Nearly) 7 miles

2. False

3. 1875

4. 2

5. Volcanic mud

S: It showed that life could exist at that depth

I: It is too dangerous

V: Doubted

S: Swimming to the bottom of a pool
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